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This paper considers an algorithm for finding a perfect matching, if there is one, in a bipartite 
graph G. It is shown that the search for a perfect matching in G may be carried on separately 
in the strongly connected components of appropriate directed graphs. The algorithm may be 
particulary useful for block triangularization of very large, sparse, nonsingular matrices. 
1. Introduction 
Let G=(KE) be a bipartite undirected graph, where the vertex set V is the union 
of two disjoint sets X (sources) and Y (destinations); the edge set E consists of a 
family of two element sets {x,, Yj} such that xj E X and y, E Y. In this paper we will 
consider only the case 1X1= j Y 1 = m. A matching in G is a set ./f c E such that each 
vertex u E V is incident with no more than one edge in . //. A matching .,I is called 
perfect if each vertex u E V is incident with exactly one edge in /(. 
All perfect matching algorithms known so far start with a matching J? (which 
may not be maximum) and construct, if it exists, a matching of greater cardinality 
by locating augmenting paths relative to ../(. Among maximum matching algorithms 
the best complexity bound O(m”*) has the algorithm of Hopcroft and Karp [3]. 
For the description of the perfect matching algorithm presented in this paper it 
is necessary to introduce the notions of full matching and composite augmenting 
path. These terms differ slightly from the known terms of matching and augmenting 
path. Let G denote the complete bipartite graph on X, Y. A perfect matching of G 
will be called a fufl matching relative to G. If M is a full matching relative to G, 
the number of edges in Mfl E is called the cardinality of M and is denoted by 
IMIE. A full matching A4 is perfect if JMIE=m, i.e., McE. For a given full 
matching M a vertex u E V in G = (K E) is called free if it is incident with no edge 
in Mf7 E. The graph (V, EUM) is denoted by G,v,. A path in GM with odd number 
of edges is called alternating path if its even edges are in M and odd edges are in 
E \M. A simple alternating path between free vertices is called a composite aug- 
menting path. A composite augmenting path P such that all its edges are from E 
is called augmenting path. 
An alternating path P with the endpoints ur and u2k is written either as the 
sequence of its vertices 
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or equivalently, as the sequence of its edges 
P = ({u,, uz), {Ul, Q}, .‘., {t+h_,. UZk}). 
Let P, = [u,, . . . . uZk] and Pz=[w,,..., w,,) be vertex-disjoint composite augmenting 
paths which in G,v, have adjacent endpoints uzk and w,, i.e., {uzk, wt} EM\ E. The 
path P= (u,, ._., u2,., w,, . . . . wz,] is also a composite augmenting path relative to M. 
The composite augmenting paths PI and P2 are called disjoint if they are vertex- 
disjoint and have no adjacent endpoints. 
Let u. and uzk+, denote vertices adjacent to the endpoints u, and uzk of a given 
alternating path P, where u. and u_. 7k iI are uniquely determined by conditions 
too, u,} EM and {uZk, uzk+ ,} EM. Then the cycle cl(P) in G is formed from P as 
follows 
cl(P) = 
Lv,r v2, -*. ,v2/f9 v,l, if {v~k,v~} EM, 
[U,, v 2, .**, Ulk, 02x.+ ,, Uo, u,], otherwise. 
The cycle cl(P) is called the closure of P; the edges of cl(P) are counted starting 
with vI. Deficiency df(P) of an alternating path P is the difference d3-d,, where 
d, is the number of those even edges in cl(P) which are in En&I and d2 is the 
number of odd edges in cl(P) which are in E \M. If P is a composite augmenting 
path, df (P)? 1. The symbol M@ N denotes the symmetric difference of the sets M 
and N. 
2. Matchings and strongly connected components 
Given a full matching M it is possible (see below) to find a full matching N having 
(Nf7 E( > (MT\ El, if such exists. This approach is of help when finding a perfect 
matching in a bipartite graph. The following lemmas may be proved similarily to 
Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 in [3] (see Appendix). 
Lemma 1. If M is a full matching and P is composite augmenting path relative to 
M, then N=M@cl(P) is a full matching and lNIE=\MIE+df(P). 
Lemma 2. Let M and N be full matchings. If /A4 jE = r, lNIE =s and s>r, then 
ikf@ N contains a set of disjoint composite augmenting paths P,, . . . , Pk relative to 
M, such that df(P,)+...+df(Pk)zs-r. 
As described in [3] the augmenting paths relative to a matching can be determined 
using an associated irected graph. Let eIM = (V, E,vr) be the directed graph obtained 
from G,M = (K E U M) by directing each edge in E \A4 so that it runs from a source 
to a destination and each edge in M so that it runs from a destination to a source. 
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Fig. I. (a) The bipartite graph G. (b) The associated directed graph (I?,,. 
When no ambiguity is possible we make no distinction between the directed edges 
in G>, and undirected edges in Cl,,. Assume that G,, has K strongly connected 
components G, = ( Vk, Ek), k = 1 , . . . , K. These components may be identified by the 
algorithm of Tarjan [4] in O(iE,,i) time. 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that for finding a perfect matching of 
G, the edges in G,\, which link vertices of different strongly connected components 
(called cross-links) should not be included in augmenting paths. As an example, 
consider the bipartite graph shown in Fig. l(a). The directed graph c.LI for 
M= { {_u,, _y,} : i= 1,2,3,4} where jMl,=2, is shown in Fig. l(b). The graph G,cl 
has two strongly connected components G, = (Vt,z,) and G2 = (Vz, f%), where 
Vt = {x,,xz, yt, yz> and Vr = {-iJ,q, y3, ~4). The paths PI = [XI, YZ,XZ, VA, PZ = 
[x,, y2,x2, y,] and P3 = [x3, y3,x3, y4] are augmenting paths relative to M. P2 and P3 
belong to G, and & respectively, while P, contains the edge {x1, yJ} which links 
vertices of different components. We will show that augmenting paths which con- 
tain cross-link edges are not most useful for constructing a perfect matching. 
Theorem 1. Let M be a full matching and NC E be a perfect matching in G. Then 
every alternating path in NOM belongs to a strongly connected component of 
G.w. 
Proof. Consider the graph C’= (V, NO ,M). Since Mand Nare full matchings, each 
vertex u E V either is incident with one edge from N\M and one edge from M\N 
or is isolated. Hence each nontrivial component of G’ is a cycle of even length with 
edges alternatively in M\N and in N\M. Since NC E, then N~Mc EU M. If we 
direct the edges from NOM as in the directed graph (?‘,w, each nontrivial compo- 
nent of G’ becomes a directed cycle which must belong to a strongly connected 
component of G:+,. g 
Corollary 1. Let N c E be a perfect matching in G. For a given full matching M any 
edge in N \ M belongs to a strongly connected component of G,\, . 
Corollary 2. Let M be a full matching relative to G and P= [u,, u2, . . . , uzk] be an 
alternating path relative to M that belongs to a strongly connected component 
(V&J of G’?M. 
If N = M@ cl(P), then the graphs G,v = (K El,) and etW have the same strongly 
connected components with the exception of the subgraph (V,, El,? fl (Vk X Vk)) 
which may be not strongly connected. 
Corollary 3. Let <v,, ,!$k) be a nontrivial strongly connected component of 6,\,. If 
the subgraph ( Vk, Ek) does not have a perfect matching, then G does not have a 
perfect matching. 
Proof. Suppose that G has a perfect matching N. By Corollary 1 all edges in N 
which are incident to the vertices DE Vk should belong to the component (Vk,gk). 
Thus (Vk,gk) has a perfect matching which is a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 4. If there is in G,cr a free vertex XE X which is a trivial strongly con- 
nected component in G.M itself, then G does not have a perfect matching. 
Proof. Suppose that G has a perfect matching N. Let YE Y be such that {x, y} EN. 
By Corollary 1, {x, y) EM. Since N c E, x is not a free vertex in G,$,. El 
It follows from Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 that if M is a full matching which is 
not perfect, then the search for a perfect matching may be carried on separately for 
the strongly connected components of G.,. Continuing the discussion for the graph 
in Fig. 1, the choice of the disjoint augmenting paths P2 and PJ which lie in dif- 
ferent strongly connected components of G,, leads to the perfect matching 
N=MOPzOP, = ({x,,Y~},C.~?~Y,},(X~,Y~}~CXI,~~}). 
For a given strongly connected component 6, = (V,, &) of c+, let mk be the 
number of its source vertices and rk the number of its edges. The decomposition of 
d., into components Gk = (vk,,!?k> k = 1 , . . . , K, and performing the iterations of 
Hopcroft and Karp algorithm for each nontrivial ck separately, reduces the time 
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complexity of the perfect matching algorithm to If,, O(fi. rk) + O(!E.vl 1, where 
c,“=, mk=m and IF=, rk< ( E.MI. The decomposition of G.M becomes more faVOUr- 
able to large, sparse and structured graphs. 
3. Applications 
Let us consider the solution of a linear sparse system Ax= 6, where A is a square, 
nonsingular and sparse matrix of order m. A very important part of restructuring 
A to create a sparse representation of the inverse of A is block triangularization [I]. 
Such restructuring can be achieved by findin g first a perfect matching M in a 
bipartite graph and then finding the strongly connected components of a directed 
graph associated with the restructured matrix. From Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 it 
follows that it is not necessary to perform the perfect matching algorithm and after 
that the algorithm for finding the strongly connected components, but the algorithm 
for finding the strongly connected components can be a subroutine in the perfect 
matching algorithm. Such an algorithm was proposed in [.5]. 
The decomposition of the directed graph associated with the matrix into strongly 
connected components may also improve performance of the threshold algorithms 
for the bottleneck assignment problems [2]. 
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Appendix 1. Proof of Lemma 1 
First let us prove that N=M@cl(P) is a full matching. If a vertex u E c’ is not 
in cl(P) it is incident with exactly one edge r, E N, where T, E M\cl(P). If a vertex 
u E V is in cl(P), then there is exactly one edge r,, E cl(P) \M in N which is incident 
with u. Thus N is a full matching. Since N is obtained from A4 by replacing those 
edges in M which are even edges of cl(P) by the odd edges of cl(P), it follows that 
INf-IEl =jMfIEl+df(P). 
Appendix 2. Proof of Lemma 2 
Consider the graph G’=(<M@N). Since M and N are full matchings, each 
vertex u E V is either incident with exactly one edge from N\M and one edge from 
M\N or is isolated. Hence each (connected) component of G’ is either an isolated 
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vertex or a cycle of even length with edges alternatively in M \ N and N \ M. Let the 
components of G’ be C,, . . . , C,, where C, = (V,, E,). Let 
NOW consider the cycles C, such that ~(C,)Z 1. Let US remove from Cj the edges 
which are not in E (there is at least one such edge). Then the remaining part of C, 
is a set of alternating paths C,,,C,,, . . . . C,,, where each C,j is a path with edges 
alternatively in NO E and Mrl E. Let S(Cjj) = IE, fl N / - 1 E;j fl A4, where E,j is 
the set of edges of C,j. Then 6(Cjj) E { -l,O, 1) and 6(Cjj) = 1 if and only if Cjj is an 
augmenting path relative to M. Since 
5 6(CIj) = Iw\kf)nEI - /(kf\N)nEI =s-r, 
it follows that there are S---T augmenting paths Cjj relative to M. If we link the 
augmenting paths which have adjacent endpoints in G,v,, there results a set of 
disjoint composite augmenting paths P,, . . . , PA.. Since the total deficiency of these 
paths is at least s-r, this ends the proof. 
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